“This is not a ‘job.’ This is a ‘personal activity’ “

Neighbors Helping Neighbors
Thank you for stepping forward to share the great news about the SERVICE BOOKLET with your
neighbors. It is a very special free booklet (downloadable online) which offers tips and other
useful information which can help neighbors decide better about home improvement
contractors.
If you have had a neighbor who was cheated by dishonest people who called themselves
“contractors,” this booklet could have helped avoid it.
Here are a few crucial points to that effect. The SERVICE BOOKLET is customized to each state.
This means, in whatever state in the U.S. you live, it contains helpful hyperlinks for it alone. This
advantage can enable neighbors to:
1. Research contractors on the state and/or local levels in your state to see if they are who
they say they are and properly credentialed for the work we have.
2. Learn how best to approach filing complaints against dishonest contractors (in addition
to Complaint Forms available online).
3. Learn other useful tips which are of a general nature which applies in all states which
can help neighbors do all the right things to decide well.
*The Service Booklet has hyperlinks to government and other helpful offices.
How You Contribute To Social Good In Your Area
Our neighbors need something like this to refer to just to be safe. The SERVICE BOOKLET
enables neighbors to be better informed and better prepared to make the safest and wisest
choices. This special suggested assignment entails sharing with your neighbors good news
about the “SERVICE BOOKLET.” It could be only with the people you know. Your time. Your
schedule. Invariably, not only will they be better prepared but as much, this can add value to
your relationship with neighbors. In addition, HGRBS offers you tips to make doing this more
convenient for you. Your help is needed.
If you have not yet registered via VolunteerMatch and communicated with HGRBS via that means,
here is how you can begin this caring process: Register. Here is your link to VolunteerMatch:

https://www.volunteermatch.org/search/org997672.jsp
THANK YOU FOR STEPPING FORWARD!
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